To Access Parameter Menu (when Provider Mode is Off):

1. Highlight ‘Set Up’ quadrant in LED screen by turning the dial until the ‘Set Up’ quadrant is darkened.
2. Together press and hold the circular dial and the bottom right ramp button at the same time.
3. The unit beeps twice once you have access to Set Up.

To Make Parameter Changes:

1. Use the dial to highlight the parameter to be changed
2. Press the dial
3. Use the dial to change the parameter
4. Press the dial to accept the change
5. To get out of the menu, highlight BACK, press the dial

To Start Therapy: using the dial, highlight Therapy (top left corner), press down the dial

To Stop Therapy: you must be in the Therapy screen (cannot stop flow from the set up menu)-press and hold the dial down for approx. 3 seconds to stop the flow.

Filters to use: re-usable black large particle filter; wash with warm soapy water, rinse and air dry

Power Supply: A/C; D/C power can be used without the humidifier (12V)
Humidifier: The warming plate temperature can be set between 1 – 5, access to the setting can be found in the Set-Up Menu or by manually turning the dial during therapy (temp scale is lit up in blue. ‘0’ is the OFF position); clean the water chamber weekly with warm soapy water, rinse and air dry. To fill the chamber, raise the outer lid with the connection elbow, add distilled water through the hole on the top of the water chamber no more than indicated by the Max fill line. To remove the lid of the water chamber for cleaning, put your index finger into the hole on the top and your thumb on the front and squeeze your thumb and index finger together while gently pulling up.
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